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Vocations for Christians
of All Interests and Talents
A
question frequently asked today is, “What
does God want me to be doing with my
life?” For some, this question comes in an attempt to understand vocation. For others, it is an
expression of uneasiness or distress, wondering
if he or she is in the right job, or doing enough in
the Church. As a pastor, I have not yet received a
crystal ball (figuratively speaking), but I have listened carefully to the answers of many teachers,
clergy and monastics when asked this question. I
would say that a summary of the best responses
that I have heard and gathered would be the following: God wants you to be good at what you are
doing, and to witness to Him through Christ from
wherever you are. I would expand this to say that
it is best to continue serving from wherever you
are, until God lets you know otherwise. You might
ask, “How does God let you know otherwise?” I
would respond, “Remember what He did with
Jonah. He had him thrown from a storm-tossed
boat, then swallowed by a giant fish, and finally
spewed out at the place He wanted him to be. If
God wants you elsewhere, He can make it clear.”
A great example of someone serving God from
the place in which one finds oneself fell asleep
in the Lord on December 28, 2011. Kathy Meyer,
former secretary for Metropolitan PHILIP for 42
years, served Sayidna PHILIP, our Archdiocese
and God from where she lived and worked. Kathy
did her job well. She took messages, doublechecked her work for accuracy, avoided speaking
for others, and worked efficiently, professionally
and graciously. Kathy was more than an assistant
to the Metropolitan; she was a bearer of God’s
love. In her devotion to the Metropolitan, Kathy
helped Sayidna look good. She offered a classy,
feminine eye that went far when it came to decorations and entertaining. She paid attention to detail, considered the ramifications of travel plans,
and watched Sayidna’s diet. Only God knows how
she helped extend Sayidna’s life and give that life
a better quality. Kathy worked at understanding
issues and she was fair. She didn’t shy away from
offering opinions when asked, but was never inappropriate. The blessing I wish to highlight, how-

ever, went beyond these. Like a good mother, she
was tender and affirming with seminarians and
young clergy. Kathy knew almost everyone who
called by their voice, and would ask about family
and ministry. In only a few precious moments, she
showed how she valued the clergy and workers
of our Archdiocese. She helped the Archdiocese
function, and she served God.
We are all called to follow Kathy’s example. In
our world, there are men and women whom we
see everyday, who go through life feeling undervalued and underappreciated. How often do we
take the time to say “Thank you” to the person
bagging our groceries? When asked, “How are
you?” how many of us take the time to respond,
“And how are you?” Do we actually listen to what
other people are saying, or are we simply waiting for a break so we can start talking? Kathy’s
example was inspiring. I often remember getting
a message to call the Archdiocese and wondering
to myself, “What have I done this time?” Kathy’s
sincerity when asking about me and my family
was just enough to quell my anxiety. It wasn’t
simply her job; she meant it. We would do well to
follow her lead.
Kathy served God by serving others. Through
her service to the Metropolitan, Kathy’s work
and witness had an impact on all the clergy and
laity of our Archdiocese, even those who never
met her or even knew her name. May her memory
be eternal!
Our vocation as Christians is to do our jobs,
whatever those jobs are, with fairness, integrity
and enthusiasm. We are called to give ourselves to
whatever we are doing, and to share our Christian
world-view by example. When people are ready
to seek the peace and life that come from Christ,
then it is appropriate to witness with words the
good news of the empty tomb. Then it is appropriate and effective to share our witness and sanctify our space and time explicitly. Until that time,
appointed and revealed by God, it is our vocation
to do our jobs, whatever and wherever that job is,
with class, efficiency and competence.

“Remember
what He did with
Jonah. He had
him thrown from a
storm-tossed boat,
then swallowed
by a giant fist, and
finally spewed out
at the place He
wanted him to be.
If God wants you
elsewhere, He can
make it clear.”

Bishop JOHN (Abdalah)
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“Many women have done excellently. But you surpass them all.

Kathy Meyer

“Among the spirits of the righteous made perfect,
give rest, O Lord, to the soul of thy Handmaid
O Saviour; and preserve her in that life of blessedness which is with Thee, O Lover of Mankind”
In 1968, the Pastor of St. Nicholas Church,
San Francisco, Fr. Gregory Offeish, introduced
Metropolitan PHILIP and me to a new convert
who was an executive secretary at the Del Web
hotel chain. We were in San Francisco for the
ordination of the Rt. Rev. Paul Doyle, as I was
his sponsor. Metropolitan PHILIP gave a stirring
sermon that Sunday about the restlessness of the

youth in the Sixties, the Vietnam War and the
Civil Rights Movement.
Kathy was so moved by the Metropolitan’s
words that she offered to come to Brooklyn to
assume the role of Secretary for Sayidna and the
Archdiocese. He had struck a chord in her heart.
Without hesitating, she was willing to leave beautiful San Francisco and her high-profile job and
face the challenge of serving the Archdiocese
and the Church, once she learned that Sayidna
badly needed help. She settled into her new job
in the summer of 1969.
My next meeting with Kathy was at the old
Archdiocese home on 239-85th Street in Brooklyn. Metropolitan PHILIP and I had just returned

from Lebanon in October 1969. Sayidna had participated in the most contentious Synod meetings
in modern history. I had maintained a daily diary
of the events, and, upon our arrival, Kathy came
to the Archdiocese to type the manuscript for
immediate publication in The Word under the
title, “Storm Over Antioch.”
I recall her diligence, and her readiness to
please by coming in on a Saturday to work with
me before I returned to Chicago.
In 1971, Sayidna PHILIP seized the moment
and under his leadership the Archdiocese purchased the new Englewood Chancery. The Metropolitan, Kathy Meyer and the late Edmond
Saleeby and others labored together to repair,
refurbish and decorate the new headquarters.
Kathy worked tirelessly as well in organizing a
professional office that would meet the needs of
the growing Archdiocese that the Metropolitan
envisioned.
Kathy soon became “the face” of the Archdiocese, with her welcoming voice on the phone,
by her graciousness as hostess at the many official events and dinners at the Archdiocese organized and hosted by the Metropolitan, by her
reception of various dignitaries over the years,
including patriarchs, presidents, diplomats, and
so many other political and religious leaders from
throughout the world.
Over the years, while I was Chairman of the
Convention Planning and Statistics and Credentials Departments, Chaplain of the Order of St.
Ignatius of Antioch, and later doing research for
the forthcoming book Ancient Church on New
Shores: Antioch in North America, Kathy was unstintingly in the gift of her time and energy, whenever called upon, to help make our work easier.
I shall never forget this wonderful woman,
who gave so much of herself to all of us, cheerfully and efficiently.
As the Metropolitan assumed his Archpastorate, he needed a person who would assist him
professionally in his efforts to reorganize, expand
and develop this God-protected Archdiocese, its
office and headquarters. It was Kathy at her desk,
ever vigilant and loyal to her “boss,” who proved
herself to be a true “handmaiden” of the Archdiocese. She would arrive early and leave late every
day. During the various periods when Sayidna

would be out of the office, out of the country, or
heavy-laden with various health issues, he knew
that Kathy would keep his office running smoothly, without complaint.
Kathy was unflappable during critical periods
in our lives. During one of Sayidna’s many hospitalizations, I remember telling Kathy that I was
worried about his condition; she quipped quickly,
“God wants Sayidna to shepherd his flock and will
protect and heal him, so don’t be worried.” She
knew instinctively that Sayidna would return with
vigor to head this Archdiocese, which we call
“God-protected” because it is, through Sayidna.
During each visit to the Archdiocese, I would
be received by Kathy with open arms and dignity
and with Christian hospitality. She organized the
office well, in such a way that privacy was maintained. A few days ago Bishop ANTOUN said to
me, “Her desk was her baby.” Well, the Archdiocese and loyalty to Metropolitan PHILIP was what
ultimately defined her life.
After forty-two years of distinguished service
to this Archdiocese and to Sayidna, Kathy retired.
Unfortunately, it was not for long. Several months
after moving to South Carolina to be close to family, she fell asleep in the Lord. It seems that her
mission in life was now complete. “Lord, now
lettest Thy servant depart in peace.”
This entire Archdiocese owes a debt of gratitude to Kathy, who lived its history under Metropolitan PHILIP’s guidance. Just think of how
many hierarchs, clergy, seminarians and laity
Kathy encountered and helped over the years.
It was Kathy’s belief in Sayidna’s vision that
gave her energy, loyalty, faith and unselfish dedication to his hopes and dreams. As this Archdiocese grew, so did her work. As Khalil Gibran once
wrote, “Work is love manifest.” Kathy showed
great love. It is our prayer that she rest in eternal
peace in the heart of God.
She shall never be forgotten, especially by the
generations of clergy and laity whose lives she
touched with grace over these many years!
She shall be sorely missed: May her memory
be eternal!

Proverbs 31:29–31
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a Personal Tribute to

fears theLord is to be praised. Give her a share in the

fruit of her hands And let her works praise her in the city gates.”

Charm is deceitful, and beauty is vain, but a woman who

Economos Antony Gabriel
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Visit to Al-Kafaat
Over the past thirty-eight years as a parish
priest, I have heard stories about the mistreatment of those who suffered with disabilities, both
in this country and abroad. As a priest in my last
year of seminary at St. Vladimir’s, I served Liturgy at the Welfare Island Hospitals in New York.
I saw this mistreatment first hand. Thank God
there have been numerous reforms since the 70s.
Several years ago at a meeting of our Deanery at the Archdiocese Headquarters, Metropolitan PHILIP told us about a place in Beirut called
Al-Kafaat. Having worked with the Special Olympics for many years, and in group homes for the
physically and mentally handicapped, I was very
interested in what he had to say. The place he described seemed amazing to me, given what I had
been told about the treatment of the handicapped
in the Middle East. Since that meeting we have
held several fundraisers for Al-Kafaat in the New
York-New Jersey area. I had the opportunity to
work with Miriam Shwayri, the granddaughter of
the founder of Al-Kafaat, and to hear her speak at
our Archdiocese Convention and here in Danbury,
Connecticut, as well. When I was told that Al-Kafaat would be one of the stops during our recent
trip to Lebanon for the consecration of our three
new Auxiliary Bishops, I was very eager personally to see this place, about which I had heard so
much. I was not disappointed.
When we arrived at Al-Kafaat, many of us were
surprised to see that it was right in the heart of
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Beirut, surrounded by buildings and businesses.
We were met by Miriam Shwayri, her parents, and
members of the administration and staff of AlKafaat. We were serenaded by a group of young
children dressed in Santa Claus hats, their smiling faces and exuberant singing expressing their
joy at welcoming us foreigners to their home. We
were divided into groups and taken on a tour of
the facilities. One of our group leaders was from
Holland. She had come to spend three months at
Al-Kafaat. The group that she works for in Holland and Al-Kafaat are working together, with
the same goals in mind: turning disabilities into
abilities.
Perhaps the most striking images for me were
the smiling faces looking out of every window.
Their joy in the work they were doing showed
through at every stop we made. Trying to use a
combination of English and whatever French and
Arabic I knew, I did my best to communicate with
the staff and the clients.
We saw workshops where clients were making
soap, candles and paper. They also were making
coverings for chairs and stools, and even special
padded chairs for those with disabilities. These
chairs could also be sold to others who were in
need of them. In one workshop a client was confined to a wheelchair; he had a sponge connected
to a long metal arm, which was attached in turn
to a helmet on his head; he used the sponge to
paint over a stencil on paper on the table in front

of him. In another workshop a group of several
young adult men were stirring a pot of soap ingredients. When I took their picture, one by one they
began asking me to take their individual pictures.
They were smiling, laughing and definitely enjoying their work.
In the paper-making workshop, I said Hello to
one young man, who began to laugh and tell me
in Arabic that he wanted to sing. I told him to
go ahead, and he just laughed some more. In the
same workshop, the teacher showed us a bottle of
small red flowers. I asked her what she was going
to do with them. She showed me how they were
mixed in with the papier mache mixture, and then
the paper made from this mixture would have the
flowers imbedded in it. These, she said, were often bought by people who wanted to use them
for weddings. She showed us the finished product and, to our surprise, the flowers gave a sweet
scent to the paper. Someone from our group asked
about ordering and purchasing things, specifically
mosaic icons, from Al-Kafaat. We were told that
they would work from whatever design we submitted and would be happy to fill any order, no matter
how small. In fact, they told us that this was not
new to them. They have made mosaic icons for
churches before, and often do this kind of work,
as well as other special-order items.
After visiting the workshops, we were taken to
the classroom section. While we were there, one
of our tour guides pulled me aside to show me a
room where a therapist was working one-on-one
with a child. This child’s problem was an inability,
neurologically, to recognize his parts – arms, legs,

or head – as his own. In another classroom she
showed me several students who were doing their
final preparations before being placed in a regular
school, since they had progressed to that level in
their training. Other teachers and therapists were
working with small groups or one-on-one with
students with various types of disabilities, and degrees of disability. We learned that some of those
whom we saw were housed at Al- Kafaat, while
others, like the children who sang to us upon our
arrival, came there daily for classes and therapy.
When our tour was over, we were treated to
a buffet of assorted treats made by the staff and
clients themselves. We were also given a presentation about Al-Kafaat and their plans for the future. As we said good-bye and went to board our
bus once again, Santa’s little helpers who had serenaded us upon our arrival gave us each a small
bag containing soap. Both the soap and the bag
were made there at Al-Kafaat.
Visiting Al-Kafaat was a very moving experience. I wish we could have stayed longer, but our
schedule was very busy and our time was limited.
I will always remember the pride and joy that the
clients exhibited in their work. I will never forget
the patience and attentiveness exhibited by the
instructors, teachers and therapists. I only wish
that more people could see firsthand, as I did, the
great work that is being done there. Now having
visited there myself, I can see why Al-Kafaat is
so dear to the heart of our beloved Metropolitan
PHILIP.
V. Rev. Fr. George Alberts
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This article is the second in a series based on Soul Searching: The Religious and Spiritual
Lives of American Teenagers, by Christian Smith with Melinda Lundquist Denton (Oxford
University Press, 2005). The first article, “Christianity’s Mis-begotten Child,” appeared
in the March 2011 issue of The Word.

I knew that I would be writing more articles

based on this book, which I consider exceptionally insightful and valuable. Soul Searching is
the project report of professors at the University
of North Carolina who received a grant to investigate how important faith is to American teenagers, why, and in what ways. The book received
Christianity Today’s 2006 Christianity and Culture book award.
The data for the report was gathered from
3,290 teenagers in the United States. The majority of the teenagers categorized themselves as
Christian (82%); of these, Protestants were the
majority (52%) and Catholics were second (23%).
The third-largest category, those who considered
themselves not religious, accounted for 16% of
the respondents (31).
The book offers not only statistics, but excerpts from many interviews and the reflections
of the authors. From my experience of working
with teens and having two of my own, their analyses appear to be correct, and their reflections are
extremely valuable. Furthermore, they believe
that the beliefs held by the teenagers reflect those
of the baby-boomer generation, making the book
valuable not only for youth ministers, but also for
pastors.

A Second Round of

 oul
s
Searching

In short, our team interview transcripts reveal
clearly that the language that dominates U.S.
adolescent interests and thinking about life,
including religious and spiritual life, is primarily about personally feeling good and being
happy. That is what defines the dominant epistemological framework and evaluative standard for most contemporary U.S. teenagers
– and probably for most of their baby boomer
parents. This, we think, has major implications for religious faiths seriously attempting
to pass on the established beliefs and practices of their historical traditions (168).
Although Orthodox teenagers represented
only .3% of the respondents, our children live in
the same culture and are undoubtedly influenced
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by the same forces that have shaped the thoughts
of the teens (and, we can assume, their parents).
It would be a mistake for the clergy to disregard
this book.

Teenage Religion and Spirituality in the
United States
In my first article I detailed the report’s major finding. The survey results indicated that religion is very important to American teenagers.
The (mostly-Christian) teens, however, did not
describe their religious beliefs in phrases from
any doctrines or scriptures, raising the question,
What is their religion?
Here we attempt to summarize our observations by venturing a general thesis about
teenage religion and spirituality in the United States . . . . We suggest that the de facto
dominant religion among contemporary U.S.
Teenager is what we might well call, “Moralistic Therapeutic Deism,” (referred to as MTD).
The creed of this religion, as codified from
what emerged from our interviews, sounds
something like this:

..teens did not
describe their
religious beliefs
in phrases from
any doctrines
or scriptures,
begging the
question, what
is their religion?

1. A God exists who created and ordered the
world and watches over human life on earth.
2. God wants people to be good, nice, and fair
to each other, as taught in the Bible and by
most world religions.
3. The central goal of life is to be happy and to
feel good about oneself.
4. God does not need to be particularly involved in one’s life except when God is needed
to resolve a problem.
5. Good people go to heaven when they die
(162-3).
In my first article, I noted that the authors use
the phrase, “Christianity’s Mis-begotten Stepcousin” (174), and I explained each of the terms
that are often used in this “Moralistic Therapeutic
Deism.” In this article I follow the authors as they
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Soul Searching

Teens, less likely
to feel allegiance
to their congregations, and more
likely to wonder
why they have to
go to church, may
be the ones most
affected by this
cultural development. A current
cliché expresses
the situation
fairly well, “I don’t
go to church,
or practice a
religion, but I’m
a very spiritual
person.”

pose and respond to the question, “Why do the
teens hold these beliefs?”
In the chapter, “American Adolescent Religion
in Social Context,” Smith and Denton look to society for insight into the interview responses that
led them describe the religion of youth as MTD.
They propose that there are six significant sociological forces: therapeutic individualism, massconsumer capitalism, the digital-communication
revolution, residual positivism and empiricism, a
structural disconnect from the adult world, and
adults with problems (171).The first two, therapeutic individualism, and mass-consumer capitalism are the subject of this article.

Therapeutic Individualism
The authors begin by explaining that therapeutic individualism is not an explicit philosophy,
but a group of assumptions. The phrase covers
three distinct ideas that have traditionally been
addressed by religion and philosophy: who we
are, why we live, and how do we know what is
real and true.
Therapeutic individualism defines the individual self as the source and standard of authentic moral knowledge and authority, and
individual self-fulfillment as the preoccupying
purpose of life. Subjective, personal experience is the touchstone of all that is authentic,
right, and true. . . . In a society governed by
therapeutic individualism, the traditional authority and functions of priests, pastors, parents, and lawmakers are largely displaced by
a new authoritative class of professional and
popular psychologists, psychiatrists, social
workers, and other therapeutic counselors,
authors, talk show hosts, and advice givers .
. . (173).
On the term, “therapeutic,” they explain further,
Members of therapeutic individualist cultures
are encouraged in various ways to “get in
touch with their honest feelings” and to “find”
their “true selves” – presuming that they have
essential, self-originating emotions and selves
that are distinct from any social formation
and lost or hidden from everyday awareness.
Moreover, moral duties, pain, and suffering
are not seen, as they traditionally often were,
as an inevitable part of life to be endured or
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perhaps through which one should grow in
personal character and spiritual depth. Rather,
these are largely avoidable displeasures to be
escaped in order to realize a pleasurable life of
happiness and positive self-esteem (173).
The attractiveness of this ethos is largely in
its self-centered orientation, which is in marked
contrast with traditional religious beliefs and
practices.
Faith and spirituality become centered less
around a God believed in and God’s claims on
lives, and more around the believing (or perhaps even unbelieving) self and its personal
realization and happiness. The very idea and
language of “spirituality,” originally grounded
in the self-disciplining faith practices of religious believers, including ascetics and monks,
then becomes detached from its moorings in
historical religious traditions and is redefined
in terms of subjective self-fulfillment . . . Spirituality is thus renarrated for all comers as
personal integration, subjective feeling, and
self-improvement toward individual health and
personal well-being – and no longer has anything to do with, for example, religious faith
and self-discipline toward holiness or obedience (175).

The Authority for Ultimate Truth.
The rejection of an external authority for religious beliefs allows that there are no grounds for
judging, or even comparing, one person’s belief
with another’s. The god that I invent is just as
valid as the one anyone else invents, because the
only issue of importance is whether I feel my idea
to be true and useful to me.
In general, therapeutic individualism significantly displaces substantive reason and rational
analysis with personal sentiments and emotions
as the grounds of knowledge and morality . . .
(173-4).
Moreover, people shaped by this ethos are
loath to claim that their own beliefs and morals
necessarily apply to anyone else, for other people
may have different feelings about matters, and no
one person has the right to violate any other person’s subjective sentiments, which are, after all,
what determines what is truly authentic and real
for each individual (175).

Smith and Denton see the assumptions of
therapeutic individualism as pervasive in American culture and society, from our educational
systems, to the health care sector and to family
life. They believe that our youth will be heavily
socialized into its assumptions and ethos, so that
it will be rendered natural, intuitive, and invisible
in the culture. It will simply be the way things are.
Their work with the survey reveals the extent to
which it is already forming the spirituality of the
next generation.
The fact that teens as well as adult faithful in
the pews may not recognize this phenomenon
within themselves makes it a subversive presence
for the whole congregation. Teens, less likely to
feel allegiance to their congregations, and more
likely to wonder why they have to go to church,
may be the ones most affected by this cultural development. A current cliché expresses the situation fairly well, “I don’t go to church, or practice a
religion, but I’m a very spiritual person.”
Various religious groups as a whole are being
affected by the phenomenon. Many congregations
and Christian denominations have rewritten their
services and theology to cater to the attitudes of
the new generation, without necessarily seeing
these as expressions of therapeutic individualism.
It is a mistake to assume that Orthodox Christians are immune to absorbing, unwittingly, the attitudes of therapeutic individualism – even if they
attend church regularly. Our pluralistic society
assumes the truth of it, and the media reinforce
these assumptions. Of particular importance in
its spread is the second of the sociological forces
cited in the chapter: mass-consumer capitalism.

Mass-Consumer Capitalism
This second sociological force underlying
Moralistic Therapeutic Deism, mass-consumer
capitalism, goes hand-in-hand with the first.
Smith and Denton begin with a brief history of
capitalism. Defined as the efficient production
and distribution of goods in a free market, capitalism is to be credited for the high standard of
living that we enjoy in the western world, and,
in particular, for making possible the “American
Dream.” Historically, during the industrial revolution, production lagged behind demand or consumption. At the outset of the twentieth century
the gap closed, and as the authors explain, capi-

talism had to recalculate its direction.
But eventually, increased production required
increased mass consumption to move the new
masses of more efficiently produced goods. The
inherent, internal logic of mass consumer capitalism is the drive of an impersonal profit motive
and perpetual capital accumulation. Capitalism is
a system that must ever grow or it will die. The
intrinsic problem in capitalism’s logic, however,
is that actual human needs are somewhat limited and modest: it takes only so many goods and
services to sustain a healthy, potentially satisfying human life. For mass-consumer capitalism to
forever grow, therefore, it must constitute masses
of people as consumer selves who misrecognize
new wants as essential needs, whose basic sense
of necessity always expands (178).
Stepping in to meet the challenge of making
“wants” into “created needs” was, and ever-more
increasingly is, the American advertising industry. The term “created needs” was coined some
decades ago, along with “materialism.” An abundance of goods is not in itself bad, as we can see,
for example, in the biblical story of the rich man
who went away sad after Jesus who challenged
him to give everything he owned to the poor
(Matthew 19:16-26). The challenge is to grasp
that these things are unimportant compared to
our dedication to God. In other words, “Do we
own our possessions, or are we owned by them?”
As Jesus put it, “You cannot serve God and mammon” (Matthew 6:24).
While the danger of materialism is not new in
Christian thought, it is also not the main threat
of this development. Of greater consequence to
traditional Christianity is how mass-consumer
capitalism has redefined and recreated the human person to serve the need of the investors,
and the system itself, for perpetual accumulation
of capital.
Consider, for example, how mass-consumer
capitalism fundamentally constitutes the human self. There are many ways to conceive
of what the human person is and should be:
a fundamentally morally responsible agent, an
illusion of individuality destined to dissolve
into cosmic unity, a sinner being divinely redeemed and sanctified, and more. As an in-
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Soul Searching
stitution with a
specific historical
and social location, mass consumer capitalism constitutes
the human self
in a very particular way: as
an individual, autonomous, rational, selfseeking, cost-benefit-calculating consumer.
This, of course is not what human selves have
always been, nor what they inevitably must be.
This is also not the definition of the human self
that most Americans religious historical traditions have sought to constitute in their adherents. But it is the human self that the moral order of mass consumer capitalism constitutes,
that its institutions and practices very powerfully bring into being, promote, and reinforce
(176).
The Consumer. Beyond materialism, the
threat to traditional religion springing from
the well of mass-consumer capitalism is the
recreating of the human person as an autonomous, self-seeking, consumer. Instead of
believing in traditional Christianity, “even if I
don’t yet understand all its tenets,” those of
the new generation of Christians, because they
are autonomous, gather, choose, and invent
beliefs according to what feels right to them.
The more American people and institutions
are defined by mass consumer capitalism’s
moral order, the more American religion is
also remade in its image. Religion becomes
one product among many others, existing to
satisfy peoples subjectively defined needs,
tastes, and wants. Religious adherents thus become spiritual consumers uniquely authorized
as autonomous individuals to pick and choose
in the religious market whatever products they
may find satisfying or fulfilling at the moment.
And the larger purpose of life comes to be defined as optimally satiating one’s self-defined
felt needs and desires, as opposed to, say, attaining salvation, learning obedience to God,
following the 10 Commandments, achieving
enlightenment, dying to oneself to serve oth-
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ers, or any other traditional religious purpose
(176).
Therapeutic individualism and mass-consumer
capitalism have worked hand-in-hand effecting a
change of attitude not only toward one’s church,
but toward religion in general. Religion has become one choice for a consumer seeking to meet
his or her personally felt need; more accurately,
the consumer is choosing specific beliefs or practices from the buffet available in our pluralistic
society. If that does not suffice, one’s imagination
can provide an infinite number of self-constructed practices and beliefs.
There are many philosophical threads evident
in the discussion of the first two of the six sociological forces underlying Moralistic Therapeutic
Deism. The authors mention post-modernist philosophy as contributing to these attitudes and, in
particular, the autonomy that gives one the authority to define truth for oneself. On the positive
side, while some writers see post-modernism as a
continuation of modernism, others disagree and
see it as a reactionary movement. They describe
it as the need for community and certainty and
the revalidation of the meta-narrative, the idea
that our foundational stories can reveal ultimate
truth. The media is very powerful, however, and
works to keep the consumer in hand by playing
on the themes of therapeutic individualism.
Lest we think that all is lost, the authors say
in several places that religion is important to this
generation, and members are, for the most part,
content to go to the same church as their parents.
While they are with us, we can explore their attitudes and help them examine the beliefs of our
faith, noting that Orthodoxy does offer both community and certainty. Along with “residual empiricism” and “positivism,” another force that the authors say underlies Moralistic Therapeutic Deism
is the digital communication revolution. As an
Orthodox educator and mother of two teenagers,
I have wondered how God can break through the
constant digital chatter that fills their world. I welcome the insights of Christian Smith and Melissa
Denton into the religious life of teenagers today.
Carole A. Buleza is the Director of
the Department of Christian Education

Works of The Order in Action!
The Order of St. Ignatius of Antioch and International Christian Charities (IOCC)

Ehmej School
(near Byblos, Lebanon)
before and after

In the parable of the Sower and the Seed (Matthew 13:1–23), Jesus explains to His disciples
that the one “who receives the word on good
ground is the one who hears the word and understands it, who indeed bears fruit and produces:
some a hundredfold, some sixty, some thirty.”
Each year the Order of St. Ignatius of Antioch
makes a grant to International Orthodox Christian
Charities (IOCC). This annual grant of $25,000 is
much like the seed or word which falls on good
ground. IOCC uses this “seed money” and leverages it with grants from governmental agencies,
non-governmental organizations and churchbased charities to bear fruit in abundance. Here
are some examples:
• Last year the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) awarded $26.4
million to IOCC for a program in Lebanon that
will improve student achievement, expand afterschool programs, provide training for public
school teachers and upgrade educational facilities in 600 Lebanese public schools over the next
four years.

• With the support of the Order of St. Ignatius of Antioch, IOCC continues to work in Jerusalem, the West Bank and Gaza. Families in these
vulnerable areas are receiving food, hygiene and
other supplies, as well as materials to maintain
agricultural activities to provide subsistence food
for their families.
• An estimated 7,500 Iraqi refugees in Syria
are receiving supplies for basic hygiene and other
supplies, as well as vocational and business training. Iraqi Christians are also receiving basic food
and hygiene articles for survival.
• For $1.40 a day a knight or dame of the Order can help IOCC support life-saving and lifechanging projects in the Near East and throughout the world. Join The Order of St. Ignatius of
Antioch and help IOCC, so that together we may
hear and understand the word and bear fruit
many fold. For more information on The Order
go to: www.orderofstignatius.org
Very Reverend Michael Ellias
IOCC Board of Trustees and Dioceses of the East Spiritual Advisor
for the Order of St. Ignatius of Antioch
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The Orthodox Church is a church of
prayer, we often think, and not only in
the Eucharist and other formal liturgies
of the Church. So one resource, readily
available in the pockets or purses of
most of us, is the section of the Antiochian Pocket Prayer Book for Orthodox
Christians entitled “Prayers for Various
Occasions.” Among the prayers here
are “Prayers for the Dead” (page 111),
“For a Woman, After She Has Given
Birth” (page115), “For Those About To
Take Up Residence in a New House”
(page 122), and “For Those About to
Journey by Water or Air” (page124). A
prayer for all seasons is always at hand!
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uppose, however, you are about to begin
your brief daily Bible study, or you are
about to start reading an orthodox catholic Christian book in your home, or perhaps you are convening a pastor-authorized study group at church.
We should begin and continue all of our activities
with prayer, right? (1 Thessalonians 5:17). And, if
we are going to study the things of God, we should
ask God’s help in doing so, one would think, since
trying to do it without God’s help seems absurd.
So, let us check the Pocket Prayer Book. In its 126
pages we find exactly one prayer touching on education and study: “A Prayer for a Child When He
Begins School” (page 121). This prayer contains
some helpful petitions, but one wonders about its
usefulness for regular Christian study by different
ages of children and after “the first day.” Further,
it is hardly suitable as-is for adults (young or old)
studying as individuals or in Christian groups.
Christians pray about many things that matter
to them. So why is there such a paucity of available prayers for Christian study? Is it the case that
the Orthodox Church does not promote Christian
study by laypeople? Some Christian faith communities do well, generation after generation, in the
vital area of discipleship. In fact, they do so well
that (surely as an unintended consequence) many
of us have become Orthodox! When one is at last
within the Church, however, it is quite surprising
to discover a disinterest in continuing lay education! Reasons can be put forward, having to do
with the historic “mother counties” and in the “immigrant experience.” Some tragic causes include
centuries of persecution, including the deliberate
discouragement of Christian education by those
who held conflicting political ideologies, who controlled hostile governments and who supported
competing religions. New immigrants to America
had huge educational challenges. Yet why does
this disinterest continue here and now?
Perhaps it is simply a habit, and habits – good
or bad – are hard to change. Nonetheless, there
is hope. “Prayer changes things, starting with
us.” St. James said, “The effective, fervent prayer
of a righteous man avails much” (James 5:16b).
Let us pray daily for discipleship, a part of which
is study. The prayer below was printed first as a
library bookmark for use by parish Adult Christian Education (ACE) groups and individuals.
The commentary which follows began as an ACE
orientation handout.

A Prayer for Christian Study
Lord God, daily help me to study the Bible and
other teachings of Your one, holy, catholic, apostolic Church; to learn more of Your will that I
may do it daily; to be equipped for the ministry of
every good work and for walking in Your way of
love; to be edified, growing into the full stature of
Christ and becoming a partaker of the divine nature. Praise and thanks be to You, O God: Father,
Son, and Holy Spirit. Amen.
(Matt. 28:18–20; John13:13; 1 Cor. 2 and 13; Eph. 2:8–10, 3:19,
4:11–16; 2 Tim. 3:14–17; 2 Pet. 1:4, 3:18)

Commentary on a Prayer for Christian Study
Prayer is “talking with God,” a communication,
which is an honor for His creatures (Gen. 1:26–
28), and to be entered into with great humility. By
“Christian study” is meant the study of orthodox
and catholic Christian truth. The term orthodox is
from two Greek words for “right belief,” “correct
worship,” and “proper practice.” The term catholic is from the Latin for “universal, or general”
and from Greek for “complete or whole.” Study
here means “deliberate attentiveness” to Christian
truth, never promoting heresy, error, apostasy,
schism or impiety. The biblical citations at the end
of the prayer are reminders of the key sources for
the prayer.

“Lord God, daily help me”
We identify the Lord God to Whom we pray.
“Lord” means “He Who Rules Over” everything,
everybody, everywhere, always, in this life, in this
universe and beyond, both material and spiritual.
“God” is “I AM” (Ex. 3:14, John 8:28,58). “Daily”
means that our study will be regular, say fifteen
minutes every day with systematic Bible study and,
if possible, observing a later fifteen-minute daily
session reading another Christian work. “Help
me” is asking God’s aid in our study, because we
cannot do this study properly on our own. We also
believe that God desires for us all “to be saved and
to come to the knowledge of the truth” (1 Tim.
2:4). The Truth to be learned is Jesus Christ. (Jn.
14:6; 2 Pet. 3:18). Our Teacher and Lord (“I AM”)
is properly Christ. (Jn. 13:13). God will help us if
we seek His help, and if we do our proper part in
learning and teaching.
First Specific Petition: “To study the Bible and
other teachings of Your one, holy, catholic,
apostolic Church”
The Word 15

Let us pray

John Truslow
MAAOT (House of Studies) and Saint Elias Antiochian
Orthodox Parish Church, Atlanta, Georgia
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Development and Public Relations Coordinator,
CrossRoad Program
Hellenic College, Brookline, Massachusetts
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As shown by Christ our Teacher and Lord, we
are to pray and give praise and thanks to God always – including in our ongoing activity of Christian study, and for it, individually and in groups
(Matt 11:25; 1 Thess. 5:16–18). The Trinity – “one
in essence and undivided” – is God in Whom “we
live, move and have our being” (Acts 17:28) and
in whose Name we baptize, teach and study (Matt.
28:18–20). “Amen” here means, “Even so, come,
Lord Jesus!” (Rev. 22: 20–21).

crossroad at which high school seniors and graduates find themselves as they prepare to embark on
further studies or careers. CrossRoad’s 350 alumni
hail from 39 states, Canada, and the Bahamas. To
accommodate the overwhelming interest, CrossRoad runs two sessions annually. Visit the website
to see a short video of the CrossRoad experience.
For summer 2012, each accepted applicant will
receive a full scholarship and is only responsible
for travel costs to and from Boston. CrossRoad
is funded by the OVM through the generosity of
the Lilly Endowment Inc., the Archbishop Iakovos
Leadership 100 Endowment Fund, Old Neighborhood Foods, the Virginia H. Farah Foundation, and
benefactors from the greater Orthodox community.
This year’s sessions are June 23 – July 3 and
July 10 – 20, 2012. The Office of Vocation & Ministry (OVM) at Hellenic College is now accepting
applications from high school juniors and seniors
for its CrossRoad Summer Institute. Applicants
must currently be in their junior or senior year
of high school. Application Priority Deadline is
March 1, 2012. Application forms may be downloaded from the CrossRoad website at crossroad.
hchc.edu, or received by mail by calling the office
at 617-850-1310.

<

“To be equipped” means to be provided with
the necessary tools to achieve objectives. We are
the ones initially being equipped for the objective
of “ministry.” This ministry is all kinds of service,
of God and of His Creation, especially humans,

“Praise and thanks to You, O God: Father, Son, and
Holy Spirit. Amen.”

Hellenic College Holy Cross (HCHC), the
oldest and largest Christian Orthodox institution for higher learning in North America, invites
Orthodox Christian students from the United
States and Canada to take part in a summer program that integrates faith, learning, and service
in exploring the question of vocation. In its ninth
year, the CrossRoad Summer Institute has proven
to be a successful program preparing teens for
leadership in the Church and in their communities.
One of the vibrant programs of HCHC’s Office
of Vocation and Ministry (OVM), CrossRoad offers
participants access to HCHC’s distinguished faculty and enthusiastic graduate students who serve
as staff. Since the program is at HCHC, participants can enjoy the beautiful campus that is within minutes of Boston. In addition to participating
in theology classes, CrossRoad students attend
Vespers each evening at neighboring parishes in
the Boston area and engage in community service.
The ten-day CrossRoad Summer Institute provides a strong foundation for the future leaders of
the Church, and has been described by many as a
“life-changing experience.” Alumna Katya Soot of
Albany, Oregon, said, “Two and a half years ago,
I attended Crossroad, and yet it feels like yesterday. Time and distance have no power over the love
and knowledge that Crossroad fostered for all of us
in just ten days. To this day, what I learned and
the people I met at Crossroad continue to influence my life, and I know this is something that will
last forever.” Alumnus Michael Takes of Clayton,
Missouri, added, “CrossRoad was an amazing experience that helped me learn about my faith and
prepared me for living an Orthodox life in college.”
CrossRoad’s name alludes to the metaphorical

H

Third Specific Petition: “To be equipped for the
ministry of every good work and for walking in
Your way of love”

“To be edified” means to be “built up,” as a
building is constructed. The lifelong process and
goal of growing into the full stature of Christ
(Eph. 4:15) is called by orthodox catholic Christians “deification,” or “sanctification.” This is never seen as becoming God in His divine essence;
we are human and never become God Himself,
Who alone is the “I AM” (Ex. 3:14; Is. 44:6; Jn.
8:28,58). With God’s help and our work (including our study of Him), however, we may become
as Christ, in His energies. A biblical phrase cited
for many centuries indicates the desired outcome
of this lifelong process of our working together
(“synergy”) with God: that we “may be partakers
of the divine nature” (2 Pet. 1:4).

Applications for High School Juniors
and Seniors Available

+ )

“To learn” is to acquire knowledge and skills so
that they inform our daily lives. The primary goal
of Christian study is to learn God’s will for us – not
just to memorize facts about the Christian religion
in an academic exercise. Our orthodox catholic
Christian learning and teaching includes the goal of
doing every day what we learn of God’s will. We humans are all made in the image (icon) and likeness
of God (Gen. 1:26). Part of that iconic heritage,
as understood by the Holy Fathers of the Church,
includes immortality, rationality, and the ability to
freely choose what we will do, which may be God’s
will (good works) or not (sinful acts). We therefore
pray for God’s help to learn His revealed will, and
also for help in applying that will in our lives.

Fourth Specific Petition: “To be edified, growing
into the full stature of Christ, and becoming a partaker of the divine nature.”

Summer Institute
Paves the Way
for Tomorrow’s
Leaders

RE
LY C R O S S G

Second Specific Petition: “To learn more of Your
will that I may do it daily”

and “every good work” signifies godly actions of
many kinds, all of which “God has prepared in
advance for us to walk in” (Eph. 2:8–10; 3:19;
4:11–16). Christian study is meant to have a practical goal for us. “Good works” are truly good only
when we are walking in Christ’s love (Eph. 4:11–
16). Christ’s way of love may be stated briefly as
follows: “We love God because He first loved us.
Love the Lord your God with all your heart. Love
your neighbor as yourself. Love your enemies.
Love one another as Christ loves you” (Mk. 12:29–
31; Lk. 6:27–38; Jn. 3:16–17, 13:34–35; 1 Cor.
13; Jas. 2:14-20; 1 Jn. 4:7–5:3). Christian education itself is properly done in His love and is a way
of “speaking the truth in love.”

HO

“To study” implies that we are fully attentive in
hearing, reading, seeing and doing. Holy Tradition
(that which is crucial, true, and handed down by
the Church) is what we study. This includes the
Scriptures, the Liturgy (gathered worship, especially the Sunday Holy Eucharist), Patristics, Art
(for example, icons, architecture and music), and
Spirituality (including Kingdom disciplines, such
as giving, praying, and fasting – see Matthew 6).
We study God-revealed “teachings of the Church.”
We study to cooperate with Him in building His
Body, His Church (Eph. 4:11–16). St. Paul, a
great Church teacher, taught us the key task of all
Church teachers (1 Cor. 2).
We recommend using the Orthodox Study
Bible, which is the St. Athanasius Academy Septuagint Old Testament and the New King James
Version New Testament with study notes. Patristics is the study of the literature of the Holy Fathers, including the dogmatic decisions of the
Seven Ecumenical Councils of the fourth to eighth
centuries. (Among these dogmatic decisions is the
Great Creed, from which comes the phrase “one,
holy, catholic, and apostolic Church.”)
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Participants had this to say . . .

“The Armor of God: Putting on Christ!”
Participants Reflect on Retreat

This Third Annual Fellowship of St. John the Divine Spiritual Retreat at the Antiochian Village
from October 14–16 proved a memorable weekend for its 54 participants – a record number. The
coach rides to and from the Village, informative
sessions led by Deacon Saed, and the Antiochian
Village as the environment, all provided the opportunity for renewed and heightened fellowship
in Christ. This year’s theme was “The Armor of
God: Putting on Christ.” This year marked the joining together of two Fellowships, from St. George,
Cicero, and St. Mary’s, Alsip. It was uplifting and
inspiring to see different parishes share in fellowship in our one Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ. All
in attendance were filled with a sense of blessing,
of togetherness, and of faith. We thank the Retreat committee (Rammy Zanayed, Eddy Shaheen,
Angela Sweis, Elaine Riadi, Nicole Dahdal, Khalil
Haddad, Laura Mraibie, Dn. Saed Rihani and Fr.
Fouad Saba) for their tireless efforts planning
and ensuring the retreat’s success. We thank our
generous sponsors, volunteers, and well-wishers,
and especially all 54 registered participants. We
were honored and blessed to have the amazing
Dn. Saed Rihani serve as our main speaker. A debt
of gratitude as always is paid to Fr. Fouad Saba
for his efforts. In worship services, sessions, nature walks, travels, bonfires, singing, team-building exercises and meals, the Fellowship worked,
ate, bonded together, grew, laughed, learned, and
celebrated together. The Antiochian Village provided us with our home, both for those returning
and for those witnessing the Village’s beauty for
the first time. Book now for your spot next year.
Preparations have already begun. We can’t wait!
Rammy I. Zanayed
Retreat Committee Chair
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Adel Alfakhori: “It was a special, spiritual weekend, growing with God.”
Elias Akkari: “I look forward to this trip every
year. Now, with the connection with St. Mary’s,
the trip was very memorable.”
Lana Ammari: “Great experience! I loved meeting
new people throughout the entire trip!”
Majd Barhoumeh: “Very touching to have two
Fellowships come together and become so close
in so little time.”
Alex Damarjian: “Powerful. I can’t wait to share
what I learned with my friends and family.”

Seif Fakhouri: “It was a really good experience.
I learned a lot.”
Faten Haddad: “Definitely a life-changing
experience!”
Tariq Haddad: “Learning the word of Christ.”
Jennifer Haddadin: “The feeling and unity of both
churches growing spiritually and culturally.”
Sami F. Imseih: “A great experience that I would
recommend to all the members of our churches.”
Trevor Lenhart: “A fantastic opportunity to step
back from our daily routines and undergo a spiritual recharge.”
Fady Mseih: “The Antiochian Village is my home
away from home.”
Sami M. Mseih: “Don’t cry because it’s over, smile
because it happened and will keep happening.”

Nicole Nimry: “I learned that my patience can be
structured infinitely and that the kindness of others can still surprise me.”
Khader Rantisi: “Very successful. I gained a lot
of info that enriched my knowledge about our
faith.”
Linette Rayahin: “I am so thankful to have had
the opportunity to attend the 3rd Annual Fellowship Spiritual Retreat to the Antiochian Village
because it allowed me to grow in my faith and
become so much closer to God.”
Sahar Rayahin: “Dn. Saed’s sessions were simple
and to the point, which is what we need in learning our faith.”

Dn. Saed Rihani: “An honor to be with all of you.
I learned so much!”
Rami Saigh: “The most beneficial experience I
had in my life.”
Shawkat Samawi: “The experience was truly
amazing, especially the difference in the atmosphere from the trip to the Village and back. A
major difference!”
Ronnie Zanayed: “It was one of the most spiritually uplifting gatherings that I was a part
of, invoking religion and fellowship in perfect
harmony.”
Paul Zecharia: “I was extremely grateful for this
life-changing experience and I am happy to have
finally come to the Antiochian Village.”
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daily devotions

“A Modern, American Orthodox Pastor:
The Homilies of Father William Olnhausen”

A Book Review

As a convert to Orthodoxy, I was delighted to
hear about the new book A Modern, American
Orthodox Pastor: The Homilies of Father William Olnhausen. Fr. Olnhausen is our dearly
beloved parish priest. In addition to the joy of
participating in the Divine Liturgy and church
life since my Chrismation in 1999, I look forward
each week to Fr. Bill’s inspiring sermons. Having
spent nearly four decades, like so many Americans, outside a spiritual tradition and practice
and without the loving guidance and insights of
a genuine spiritual leader or community, today I
am grateful to be raising our daughter within the
family of the Orthodox church, and to have Father
Bill as our spiritual father. Like the editors, I am
grateful to be able to share with others the love,
wisdom and guidance offered by this very downto-earth and remarkable holy man.
Many say that Orthodox Christianity is the
best-kept secret in America, and I agree. With
this well-written, easy-to-read book, the secret is
out. Within its pages are found insights into the
workings of the original, indigenous Christian
church, alive with the love of the Holy Spirit in
the twenty-first century, unaltered and unbroken
in its worship tradition since the very beginning.
“Orthodox” means true teaching, and the title
of this book could not be more accurate. Writing
and speaking each week from the heart, Father
Bill’s homilies share openly his own personal insights and experiences from his spiritual journey.
In my life before Orthodoxy, I knew few whom
I could describe as genuinely spiritual people,
who shrink their egos and allow the light of God
to shine through them.
Father Bill is just such a person. In 1998 the
Holy Spirit spoke through him, touching my
heart, when he explained how it is that we come
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to know God. At that point I was a typical “baby
boomer,” college-educated, secular, intellectuallyminded, non-church-attending, and harboring
grievances against the “church” for its historical
record of atrocities, malfeasance, and arrogance.
In an Introduction to Orthodoxy class, Father
Bill explained that getting to know God is like getting to know your spouse. When first introduced,
you don’t just jump right in and get intimate. You
treat him with respect and get to know him gradually, a little at a time. You meet the family and
hear stories about things he did in the past. You
learn how and why other people love him. You
eat, work, and play together, and get to know him
yourself. Genuine friendship develops and you
fall in love, not just your head or your body, but
most importantly, with your heart. A heart that
seeks God will find Him. And those who do, find
their lives transformed.
This book chronicles twenty years of such
transformation, as Father Bill encounters the living God and His saints, both ancient and modern,
as he guides his flock to deeper understanding of
Orthodoxy and the Divine Liturgy, and as he comforts the bereaved. Trained as a scientist and continually reading and growing, Father reveals that
intellect and skepticism play an important part
in a genuine spiritual life. He shares how saints
have interceded within his life and direct his path,
and continue to do so, in ways both simple and
profound. From his first encounter with our Holy
Father Bishop Nicholas the Wonderworker, who
founded our parish in Cedarburg, Wisconsin, with
Father Bill’s help (Fr. Bill basically just had to get
out of the way so the saint could do his work), to
the modern, wonder-working St. Nektarios, who
reposed in the early 20th century (Father has
met and developed a relationship with the helpful

saint over the course of a decade of prayers and
annual trips to Greece), Father Bill reveals the living triune God, in relationship, as the Orthodox
truly know Him.
In the act of worship in the Divine Liturgy each
week, we are lifted up spiritually into communion
with God and the angels, saints, and our loved
ones in heaven, and when the Liturgy is finished,
we take heaven with us into the
week. Through an active prayer life that
we are gently and lovingly encouraged to
undertake at our own
pace, we open ourselves
to be transformed by
the Holy Spirit, to undertake the process of theosis – to become like Christ
Our God. The Orthodox
Church is both a home and
a journey, a place and a path,
and a spiritual
hospital that renews the light of God within our
lives. Father Bill’s grace-filled presence, guidance
and leadership exemplifies priesthood: a true
beacon, a guidepost, and a loving refuge along
that journey.
A Modern, American Orthodox Pastor: The
Homilies of Father William Olnhausen reveals
openly the “best-kept secret” of Orthodox Christianity in America today. This book will stand the
test of time, speaking to the hearts of readers for
years to come. His sermons are inspiring to hear
each Sunday, and, thanks to the loving dedication
of editors James Scarpaci and Michael Huber,
now they are inspiring to read as well. May God
grant Father William Olnhausen many more years
of sharing his journey, his heart and his wisdom
with us all.
Laurel A. Kashinn
St. Nicholas Orthodox Church, Cedarburg, Wisconsin

A Modern, American Orthodox Pastor: The Homilies of Father William Olnhausen makes a wonderful gift, and is available online and through the parish
treasurer, Suheil Acra. All proceeds benefit St. Nicholas
Orthodox Church, Cedarburg, Wisconsin. For ordering information, please download an order form from
the church’s website, www.stnicholascedarburg.org, or
email Suheil at s_acra@sbcglobal.net.
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V. Rev. George Alberts

1.	ISAIAH 2:11-22; GENESIS 2:4-19; PROVERBS
3:1-18 (FAST)
2.	ISAIAH 3:1-14; GENESIS 2:20-3:20; PROVERBS
3:19-34 (FAST)
3. HEBREWS 1:1-12; MARK 2:23-3:5 (FAST)
4. HEBREWS 11:24-26, 32-12:2;
JOHN 1:43-51 (FAST)
5.	ISAIAH 4:2-5:7; GENESIS 2:21-4:7; PROVERBS
3:34-4:22 (FAST)
6.	ISAIAH 5:7-16; GENESIS 4:8-15; PROVERBS
5:1-15 (FAST)
7.	ISAIAH 5:16-25; GENESIS 4:16-26; PROVERBS
5:15-6:3 (FAST)
8.	ISAIAH 6:1-12; GENESIS 5:1-24; PROVERBS
6:3-20 (FAST)
9.	ISAIAH 7:1-14; GENESIS 5:32-6:8; PROVERBS
6:20-7:1 (FAST)
10.	HEBREWS 3:12-16; MARK 1:35-44 (FAST)
11.	HEBREWS 1:10-2:3; MARK 2:1-12 (FAST)
12.	ISAIAH 8:13-9:7; GENESIS 6:9-22; PROVERBS
8:1-21 (FAST)
13.	ISAIAH 9:9-10:4; GENESIS 7:1-5; PROVERBS
8:32-9:11 (FAST)
14.	ISAIAH 10:12-20; GENESIS 7:6-9; PROVERBS
9:12-18 (FAST)
15.	ISAIAH 11:10-12:2; GENESIS 7:11-8:3; PROVERBS 10:1-22 (FAST)
16.	ISAIAH 13:2-13; GENESIS 8:4-21; PROVERBS
10:31-11:12 (FAST)
17.	HEBREWS 10:32-38; MARK 2:14-17 (FAST)
18.	HEBREWS 4:14-5:6; MARK 8:34-9:1 (FAST)
19.	ISAIAH 14:24-32; GENESIS 8:21-9:7; PROVERBS
11:19-12:6 (FAST)
20.	ISAIAH 14:24-32; GENESIS 8:21-9:7; PROVERBS
11:19-12:6 (FAST)
21.	ISAIAH 26:21-27:9; GENESIS 9:18-10:1; PROVERBS 12:23-13:9 (FAST)
22.	ISAIAH 28:14-22; GENESIS 10:32-11:9; PROVERBS 13:19-14:6 (FAST)
23.	ISAIAH 29:13-23; GENESIS 12:1-7; PROVERBS
14:15-26 (FAST)
24.	HEBREWS 6:9-12; MARK 7:13-37 (FAST)
25.	HEBREWS 2:11-18; LUKE 1:24-38 (FAST)
FEAST OF THE ANNUNCIATION
26.	ISAIAH 37:33-38:6; GENESIS 13:12-18; PROVERBS 14:27-15:4 (FAST)
27.	ISAIAH 40:18-31; GENESIS 15:1-15; PROVERBS
15:7-19 (FAST)
28.	ISAIAH 41:4-14; GENESIS 17:1-9; PROVERBS
15:20-16:9 (FAST)
29.	ISAIAH 45:5-16; GENESIS 18:20-33; PROVERBS
16:17-17:17 (FAST)
30.	ISAIAH 5:11-17; GENESIS 22:1-18; PROVERBS
17:17-18:5 (FAST)
31.	HEBREWS 9:24-28; MARK 8:27-31 (FAST)
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Oratorical Festival

The history of the Orthodox Church is filled with
female martyrs, and with women who not only
sacrificed their lives for God, but also those of
their children.

The Role of Women in the Orthodox Church
Growing up in the Orthodox Church, I have
heard many stories of children either imitating
the clergy or of children wishing to become part
of the clergy: a little boy mimicking the priest’s
actions during the Pascha service, my aunt as a
child wishing to become a priest, or the son of a
deacon wanting to follow his father’s path. In the
Orthodox Church the clergy hold a place of importance, and even the young children see this role
and acknowledge it. Regardless of the fact that
my aunt only wished to become a priest so she
could sing antiphonally with the choir, or that the
deacon’s child only wanted to consume the excess
Eucharist, the clergy hold a position that children
aspire to reach. As I mature, however, a startling
fact occurs to me: all members of the clergy are
male! As a female in the Orthodox Church I am
unable to be ordained and serve my church in that
way. So how do I serve my church? The men hold
an important role in the church; is there a role for
women, and, if so, what is that role?
Whenever the subject of women in the church
comes up, we have to address the idea of women
pastors, or priests. In the Orthodox Church, the
priest acts as a representative of Christ; he is the
spiritual leader, and he administers the sacraments. According to church history, the role of
the priest began with the twelve apostles, and
each priest serving today is able to trace his ordination lineage, in what is called apostolic succession, back to one of the apostles. Only men can
be ordained to this position, and in my research I
found three main reasons for this. First, the priest
is supposed to be the image of Christ; therefore,
just as the Church is the Bride of Christ and
Christ acts as its Groom, the priest is the head of
his parish. According to St. Theodore the Studite,
“Standing between God and men, the priest in
the priestly invocations is an imitation of Christ.
For the apostle says: ‘There is one God, and one
mediator between God and men, the man Christ
Jesus’ (1 Timothy 2:5). Thus the priest is an icon
of Christ.” Also, the role of priest began with the
apostles, and in Scripture it is clear that all twelve
of the apostles were men. If women were to be or-
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dained as priests as well, then Christ would have
appointed them as apostles, yet He did not. Lastly, the role of an Orthodox priest is different from
the role of someone who only preaches: a priest
administers the Orthodox sacraments. Because a
priest has the ability to administer the sacraments
and because Christ only gave that authority to
men, only men can be priests.
Women are unable to become priests, yet in
Orthodox history, many influential women have
been deaconesses. A deacon, literally meaning
“servant,” is one who serves the church, and,
historically, women were able to do this alongside men. A main task of the deaconess was to
assist a woman during and just after baptism.
Male deacons served the males in the church, and
the deaconesses served the females, taking Eucharist to the ill, caring for widows and orphans,
and taking messages from the bishop to places
where men were forbidden. Deaconesses did not
do all the same tasks as their male counterparts,
yet they were still considered of the same rank in
the church. In the sixth century, however, with the
rise of monasticism, their numbers began to decline until today, when most people do not know
that they ever existed.
I recently listened to a talk from a female missionary who frequently journeys to Asia, and one
thing she talked about was the hope Christianity
gives to all, but especially women. The religions
of those to whom she preaches belittle women,
stating that they are only objects for men to possess, and that women have no hope. Yet from
the beginning, Christianity has always respected
women. Christ humbled Himself to be born of
a woman, the Theotokos, whom even today we
beseech to pray for us. Another woman of great
importance was Mary Magdalene, who discovered Christ’s empty tomb and told the news of
His resurrection. Not only did she discover the
empty tomb, she also witnessed His death, and
she followed Joseph of Arimithea to where he
buried Christ’s body so that she could return after the Sabbath and anoint it with spices. The history of the Orthodox Church is filled with female

martyrs, and with women who not only sacrificed
their lives for God, but also those of their children. St. Sophia watched the persecution of her
children, Faith, Hope, and Love, and was forced
to witness their deaths, yet she would not recant
her love for God even in the face of such trials.
Such amazing women have preceded me in
history, and I wish and struggle to have their devotion to God. Yet is it necessary that I die at the
hands of persecutors in order to fulfill my role in
the church? Are there other ways that women in
the Orthodox Church, those who are not persecuted for their faith, can serve Christ and their
brothers and sisters? Recently I heard an online
sermon from a Father Oleska about Matushka
Olga in Alaska, someone who was not persecuted
for her faith, who is said to have committed many
miracles after her death. Her children, being presented with these deeds of their mother, began to
contemplate her character. Quickly they realized
that she had spent her life serving others, giving
completely of herself, and that they had never
once seen her angry. Yet this never occurred to
them until after her death, for during her life
she never performed great miracles; she simply
quietly followed God’s commands.
My first impression at hearing that she never
became angry was one of derision: she never had
enough of a backbone to stand up for herself and
become angry? Then I thought about my reaction.

Ephesians 4:31 states: “Let all bitterness, wrath,
anger, clamor, and evil speaking be put away from
you, with all malice.” Reflexively, I had interpreted
something through the filter of today’s society,
not through an Orthodox mindset. Rethinking my
impression of someone never moved to anger,
I began to realize what a wonder that is. Someone who truly loves her neighbor as herself, who
serves others instead of herself, and someone
who has followed the command to “lay aside all
earthly cares.” A woman who worries less about
her pride and more about serving others is an inspiring model for Orthodox women today.
If you ask my best friend what she wishes to
study in college, she will respond that she wishes
to become a doctor, but if you ask her what she
wants to be when she is older, she will respond
that she wishes to be a mother. People are always
surprised when they hear that being a mother is
more important to her than being a doctor, for society has taught us that the occupation of a doctor
is a nobler occupation than that of a mother. The
task of a doctor, however, is viewed as more noble
for very poor reasons. Becoming a doctor can
earn an individual honor, it can make people think
more highly of them, and it can become an affluent job, while the job of a mother often is viewed
as a menial thing, necessary but not important. A
mother’s job is one of serving, and today people
demean that task.
Just as the role of the clergy is to serve the
parish, the role of the women in the church
should be to serve. Different women in different
circumstances must serve in diverse manners,
whether it means being a martyr, or never succumbing to anger. Serving is a large part of our
role in the church. Women as well as men have an
important place and role in Orthodox Christianity, for, as any good Orthodox who has watched
My Big Fat Greek Wedding knows, “The man is
the head, but the woman is the neck. And she can
turn the head any way she wants.”
Alexa Ham
All Saints Church, Raleigh, North Carolina
Diocese of Miami
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IOCC Opening
Doors to Education
for Children of the
Famine
Photo by Mark
Ohanian/IOCC
It has been four months
since these Somali
teens fled their homes
and their communities
to find food and
safety in Ethiopia,
and even longer since
they attended school
regularly. Through your
support, IOCC is helping
restore normalcy to
their lives by building
a new high school in
Bokolomanyo refugee
camp, where they and
hundreds like them can
resume their education.
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As the young refugee children of Somalia’s
famine begin to regain their strength under the
watchful care of international relief organizations,
many are heading back to class in one of the several elementary schools existing in the refugee
camp of Bokolomanyo and other nearby camps
in Dolo Ado, Ethiopia. For their older brothers
and sisters, the nearest high school is more than
60 miles away, leaving displaced refugee families
desperate to find an accessible and safe place for
their adolescent sons and daughters to complete
their education. Responding to their needs and a
desire to help, International Orthodox Christian
Charities (IOCC) in cooperation with the Ethiopian Orthodox Church Development and InterChurch Aid Commission (EOC-DICAC) is constructing the first high school in Bokolomanyo
for teen refugees.
The hundreds of teen-aged boys and girls now
living in Bokolmanyo camp have endured years of
Somalia’s internal conflict, drought and displacement, all of which denied them stable communities in which to attend school on a regular basis.
As a result, more than 500 of these young Somali
refugees aged 15 to 20 have not had the opportunity to complete their education.
Access to a school and regular class attendance will be the first step in restoring some normalcy to the turbulent lives of these children. The
first phase of construction will include four classrooms, an administrative office, storage rooms
and living quarters for the school staff. Classrooms will be equipped with desks, blackboards,
and teaching materials, and a new water and sanitation facility will provide the children and faculty
with clean, running water.
IOCC Ethiopia Country Representative, Sigurd Hanson, says that although the first building
phase will take several months to complete, the
need for schooling is urgent and teens will soon
begin attending class in tents provided by UNI-

IOCC Recruiting
Volunteers for 2012
Orthodox Action
Teams

CEF. “This chance to learn will not only keep the
children occupied with a productive activity, but
contribute to an educational foundation that will
enhance their development and their future prospects in the world,” says Hanson.
Becoming teenagers without an education is
the harsh reality for thousands of adolescent Somali refugees who fled the famine in their country to find food and safety in the refugee camps
of Dolo Ado, Ethiopia. In order to accommodate
all 500 of the teen boys and girls currently living
in the Bokolomanyo, additional financial support
is still needed to complete construction of eight
more classrooms, a library and a laboratory.

About International Orthodox Charities
IOCC, founded in 1992 as the official humanitarian aid agency of the Standing Conference
of Canonical Orthodox Bishops in the Americas
(SCOBA), has implemented relief and development programs in more than 40 countries around
the world.

How You Can Help
You can help the victims of disasters around
the world, like those in Somalia, by making a financial gift to the IOCC International Emergency
Response Fund, which will provide immediate relief as well as long-term support through the provision of emergency aid, recovery assistance and
other support. To make a gift, please visit www.
iocc.org, call toll free at 1-877-803-IOCC (4622),
or mail a check or money order payable to IOCC,
P.O. Box 17398, Baltimore, Md. 21297-0429.
Rada K. Tierney
IOCC Media Relations, 443-823-3489, rtierney@iocc.org

Since the devastating hurricanes in 2005, International Orthodox Christian Charities (IOCC)
has provided over 600 volunteers and thousands
of man-hours to help surviving families along the
Gulf Coast rebuild their lives by constructing new
homes or doing critical renovations to existing
ones. Working in partnership with Habitat for
Humanity, IOCC expanded its efforts last year by
sending Orthodox Action Teams to build homes
in Houston.
For 2012, IOCC will extend its humanitarian
reach with more home construction and restoration projects set for Houston and for Minneapolis,
which suffered a destructive tornado last summer.
IOCC is currently recruiting volunteers for one
week of active service in Houston or Minneapolis.
You do not need to be skilled – just energetic! Activities vary, depending on location and construction schedules, but can include siding, roofing,
framing, landscaping, painting and support.

The following Orthodox Action Team
opportunities are available:
June 3 – June 9, 2012 Minneapolis, Minnesota
June 10 – 16, 2012	Houston, Texas
July 15 – 21, 2012
Minneapolis
July 29 – August 4, 2012 Minneapolis
August 5 – 11, 2012	Houston
IOCC invites US and Canadian residents to
participate in this life-changing experience. The
volunteer contribution is $450 per person, which
includes local transportation, room and board,
materials, supplies, tools and site supervision.
Volunteers must be 18 years of age or older, but
volunteers over the age of 16 may participate if
they are accompanied by a parent, legal guardian or an adult with a power-of-attorney to act on
their behalf for the duration of the deployment. Individuals (or groups) are responsible to travel to
the build city on their own, but ground transportation will be provided from the local airport(s)

to the housing site. Teams arrive on Sunday afternoons and depart on Saturday afternoon.
Please consider becoming a part of this growing network of good and helping your brothers
and sisters in Christ who need your support. To
volunteer, please fill out and submit the online
form at www.iocc.org/actionteam. For specific questions, please contact the US Programs
Department of IOCC at 1-877-803-IOCC, or by
e-mail to dchristopulos@iocc.org.

About International Orthodox Christian
Charities
IOCC, founded in 1992 as the official humanitarian aid agency of the Standing Conference
of Canonical Orthodox Bishops in the Americas
(SCOBA), has implemented relief and development programs in more than 40 countries around
the world.

How You Can Help
You can help victims of disasters around the
world by making a financial gift to the IOCC International Emergency Response Fund, which
will use it to provide immediate relief as well as
long-term support through the provision of emergency aid, recovery assistance and other support
to help those in need. To make a gift, please visit
www.iocc.org, call toll free at 1-877-803-IOCC
(4622), or mail a check or money order payable
to IOCC, P.O. Box 17398, Baltimore, Maryland
21297-0429.
Rada K. Tierney
IOCC Media Relations, 443-823-3489, rtierney@iocc.org

IOCC Sends New
Wave of Relief to
Serbia’s Earthquake
Survivors
One year after an
earthquake in the Serbian village of Vitanovac
crumbled the walls of
her home and destroyed
her only source of heat,
this woman eagerly assembles the new wood
stove now sitting in
her kitchen. Through a
generous gift from the
Serbian Orthodox Metropolitanate of Australia
and New Zealand, IOCC
provided wood burning
stoves and firewood for
150 families struggling to
rebuild their earthquakedamaged homes. Photo
by Red Cross of Serbia.
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The past year has been a struggle for the villagers living in and around Vitanovac, Serbia,
the epicenter of a jarring 5.4 earthquake last
November that left two people dead and tens of
thousands of people homeless. With winter coming and the need for assistance still critical, International Orthodox Christian Charities (IOCC),
through ongoing support from the Serbian Orthodox Metropolitanate of Australia and New Zealand, is delivering much-needed relief to families
still laboring to rebuild their homes and replace
belongings destroyed in the earthquake.
IOCC’s latest efforts include a shipment of
bed linens, baby kits and quilts to vulnerable rural families living around Vitanovac, a village just
a few miles away from the city of Kraljevo. The
distributions are being made in cooperation with
the Red Cross of Serbia. Through a generous gift
from the Serbian Orthodox Metropolitanate of
Australia and New Zealand, IOCC also provided
wood-burning stoves and firewood for 150 families last spring, as well as hygiene kits and personal care products for the elderly.
Bishop Irinej of the Serbian Orthodox Metropolitanate Australia and New Zealand believes
that directing aid to these rural families affected
by the earthquake is especially critical because
the villages in the area already have a large number of refugees from Bosnia, Herzegovina and
Croatia, as well as people who have been displaced from Kosovo.
“These people have already experienced the
loss of their belongings and houses, some even
several times, and are already extremely vulnerable and unable to rebuild their households without assistance,” says Bishop Irinej. “We pray
that, through IOCC, our efforts will bring some
comfort to families as they continue to recover
from this upheaval.”
The greatest destruction from the 2010 earth-

quake was recorded around Kraljevo, where
it caused serious damage to houses, the power
supply, water and sanitation facilities, roads and
critical public buildings, such as hospitals and
schools. The initial earthquake was followed by
almost a hundred aftershocks that destabilized
already vulnerable buildings even further, and destroyed homes beyond repair.

About International Orthodox Christian
Charities
IOCC, founded in 1992 as the official humanitarian aid agency of the Standing Conference
of Canonical Orthodox Bishops in the Americas
(SCOBA), has implemented relief and development programs in more than 40 countries around
the world.

How You Can Help
You can help the victims of disasters around
the world, like those in Serbia, by making a financial gift to the IOCC International Emergency
Response Fund, which will provide immediate
relief as well as long-term support through the
provision of emergency aid, recovery assistance
and other support to help those in need. To make
a gift, please visit www.iocc.org, call toll free at
1-877-803-IOCC (4622), or mail a check or money order payable to IOCC, P.O. Box 17398, Baltimore, MD 21297-0429.

Inter-Orthodox Bible Bowl 2011
O

n Saturday, December 3, St. George,
Upland, had the privilege of hosting the
Inter-Orthodox Bible Bowl. Sixteen teams
representing the Antiochian, Greek, Orthodox Church in America (OCA), Romanian,
and Serbian archdioceses participated.
The questions asked during the event
were like those on the television program
“Jeopardy,” except that their subjects were
St. John of Kronstadt, St. Catherine, St.
Matthew, St. Luke, marriage, and others. The children were at the church from
9:30 until 2:30.They had studied for two
months, and formed teams of four for the
event. Each group decided together on the
answers to the questions.

The winners in the Senior Division
First place — St. Spyridon (Greek Orthodox)
Second place — St. John Damascus (OCA)
Third place — St. Steven’s (Serbian)
In the Junior Division
First place — St. John Damascus (OCA)
Second place — St. George, Upland (Antiochian)
Third place — St. Paul’s, Irvine (Greek Orthodox)

Rada K. Tierney
IOCC Media Relations, 443-823-3489, rtierney@iocc.org
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in action
Metropolitan PHILIP in
Montreal Celebrating the
20th Anniversary of St.
Mary’s Parish
After more than a month of
preparations, during which
everyone worried over every
detail of the twentieth-anniversary festivities, the big weekend
finally arrived. All the Orthodox
community of Montreal and its
surroundings joined the parishioners of St. Mary’s Antiochian
Orthodox Church to welcome
His Eminence Metropolitan
PHILIP for his historic visit.
Parishioners had been waiting
for five years for this weekend
of September 9, 10 and 11. On
Friday, His Eminence’s plane
landed at Montreal’s airport
to a formal welcome. With the
approval of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, our Pastor, Very
Reverend Father Michel Fawaz,
accompanied by His Excellency
Khalil El-Habr, Consul-General
of Lebanon and Dean of the
Consular Corps, welcomed His
Eminence at the door of the
plane. Priests, ambassadors,
and distinguished persons from
the Orthodox parishes of Montreal crowded the VIP Lounge,
waiting for our honored guest,
who was accompanied by Archdeacon Hans El-Hayek. After a
brief chat in the lounge, where
His Eminence asked about the
Orthodox community in Montreal and surrounding area, His
Eminence headed to the Sheraton Hotel, accompanied by our
Pastor and the Archdeacon.
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That evening, Metropolitan
PHILIP honoured the Parish
Council by accepting their invitation to dinner. The Pastor,
President and all the members
took the opportunity to speak
about their projects accomplished over the past twenty
years, and His Eminence gave
valuable advice concerning the
vision for the upcoming years.
His Eminence was impressed
by the accomplishments and
growth of the Parish during
that short time. The gathering
was like that of a family finally
meeting its father after a long
absence.
On Saturday morning, Sayidna met the bigger family
represented by St. Mary’s
organizations. Entering the
church, he was astonished by
the beauty that the chandeliers
added to the church as a whole,
especially the principal one
(polyailon). Those responsible
from the Antiochian Women,
St. John the Divine, Teen SOYO,
and Christian Education briefed
him about their activities and
future plans. Then His Eminence expressed his appreciation for the devotion and meticulous work of the Antiochian
women, in its spiritual, social
and humanitarian aspects. Towards the end of this meeting,
everyone felt free in the intimate, informal atmosphere to ask
His Eminence questions, and
His Eminence answered with
his well-known wisdom.
After the meeting His Eminence was invited to the Maro-

nite Diocese, where His Grace
Bishop Youssef El-Khoury
(Canada Maronite Bishop) had
prepared an Honorary Lunch
for him in the presence of clerics from different sects of Christianity and Islam, and from the
diplomatic, business and political spheres as well. Among the
distinguished guests, we could
note the presence of Sheikh
Said Fawaz, Imam Sayed Nabil
Abbas, Sheikh Hasan Ezzedine,
His Grace Bishop Yousef
Habash (North America Syriac
Bishop) and the Consul of Iraq
Riad Altaii. His Grace Bishop ElKhoury warmly welcomed our
honored guest and described
his pastoral work as exemplary
of the ideal. His Eminence then
replied by thanking the host of
the event for his kind gesture
and then spoke of His Beatitude
Patriarch Mar Beshara Boutros
El-Raii, referring to him as a
model in pastoral care, patriotism and devotion. He asked
God, the Almighty, to let peace
rain in our countries of origin
and in the Middle East, and to
give long days to the Maronite
Diocese that it might remain a
shining light of faith.
A formal banquet dinner
was organized for that evening
at the Sheraton Hotel – Laval
to honor His Eminence in the
presence of high-ranking religious, diplomatic, political,
legal, medical and business
figures. Among the distinguished guests were His Eminence Bishop Ibrahim Ibrahim
(Canadian Catholic – Melkite

Bishop); His Eminence Bishop
Youssef Habash; His Excellency
Ambassador Khalil Habr, Consul-General of Lebanon; Ambassador Georges Abou Zeid,
Chargé d’Affairs of Lebanon;
the Honorable Ted Opetz, Member of Parliament and representative of the Prime Minister
of Canada; Mrs. Barbara Pizany,
representative of the Minister
of Immigration; the Honorable
Maria Mourani, Member of Parliament for Ahuntsic; Lawyer
Joseph Dawra, representative
of the Mayor of Montreal; and
Mr. Aaref Salem, representative
of the Municipality of St. Laurent. Among those present were
also pastors and members of
sister churches and Antiochian
Orthodox parishes in Montreal
and Ottawa.
Hani Qautami was in charge
of protocol for the event, with
help in seating from Raymond
Hajj, Jeanette Elias, Olympia Siderides, Ihsan Freiji and
Georges El-Khal. The sound
and music system was operated by Gaby Atallah. The entire event was photographed
by Elias Maliha. Pascal Daher
Abou Jawdeh, serving as Master
of Ceremonies, asked His Eminence to bless the gathering
and the food, and then asked
the Very Reverend Father Fawaz
to welcome guests and participants. After our Pastor spoke
of the founders of the church
and of those who continue the
journey, it was the turn of the
President of the parish council,
Charles Choucair, to describe
the accomplishments of the
parish so far and our vision
for the future. Then ConsulGeneral Khalil Habr addressed
the assembly, saying how much

he appreciated all the accomplishments of the parish since
it was founded, and warmly
welcoming His Eminence to
Montreal. Finally, His Eminence
addressed the attendees from
the bottom of his big heart in
the language that he likes most,
Arabic, and spoke of the special
place that St. Mary’s parish occupies in his heart, noting that,
when Fr. Fawaz began his great
pastoral work, the parish contained a few families, and now
includes more than 900 families. He concluded his address
by wishing the parish continued
success and offering two certificates of recognition to the
two big donors, Salim Isber and
Victoria Zreik. Member of the
Canadian Parliament Maria Mourani then presented an award
to the parish, followed by one
from Mr. Opetz, representative
of the Prime Minister of Canada. At the conclusion of the
dinner, Bishop Ibrahim Ibrahim
spoke of his friendship with the
Metropolitan in the past, and of
his achievements. The last word
was had by Bishop Youssef
Habash, who described the
achievements of His Eminence,
addressing the assembly in part
with a poem in Arabic. Finally,
the organizers distributed to all
in attendance a souvenir booklet containing contained good
wishes and expressions of joy.
On Sunday His Eminence presided over the Divine Liturgy,
one in which everyone felt that
the angels were attending as
well, as if we were at the heavenly altar. His Eminence was assisted by our Pastor, Fr. Michel
Fawaz, Fr. Boulos Khayat, Fr.
Jean El-Murr, Archdeacon Hans
El-Hayek and Subdeacon Rob-

ert Bayouk. With the blessings
of His Eminence, the choir of
the church performed extraordinarily, blessed with the
singing of chanter Tony Fadoul.
In his sermon, the Metropolitan
talked about the importance of
Our Lady Virgin Mary in the
Church, insisting that she has
the highest rank between the
saints and angels – more honourable than the Cherubim,
and more glorious than the
Seraphim. Then he tackled the
meaning of the cross in Christianity consisting on the power
of the Holy Cross and the respect that we should all have
for the Cross, since the anniversary date lay between the feast
of the nativity of Our Lady the
Theotokos Virgin Mary and the
Elevation of the Holy Cross of
Our Saviour. Before giving the
holy blessing to the many faithful participants in the Liturgy,
His Eminence accepted and
blessed eleven new members in
the organization of St. Ignatius
of Antioch and offered them the
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cross of membership. Following the liturgy, everyone moved
to the church hall where His
Eminence shared lunch with us,
prepared with devotion by the
Antiochian Women.
His Eminence ended his visit
by wishing the parish continued
success in serving the Lord and
the ever-blessed Virgin Mary. It
is true that, when His Eminence
left, we began to miss him, but
the great joy that he has planted
in our hearts makes us feel that
he is very close to us and we are
already looking forward to his
next visit.
Written By: Raymond Hajj

Holy Transfiguration
Celebrates Consecration of
New Church
The annual namesday feast
is always an inspiring event in
the life of any parish, especially when the Bishop is there to
celebrate with his people. This
year, the people of Holy Transfiguration Antiochian Orthodox
Church of London, Ontario,
felt themselves doubly blessed,
not only in having their Bishop
ALEXANDER, of the Ottawa
Diocese, visit and celebrate
with them their namesday
feast, but also because he was
able to consecrate their newly
acquired, former Protestant
church, located at 465 Horton
Street East.
Built in 1897, the church
was erected by a group of Congregationalists who had come
to Canada from the United
States. The stout brick building, with its central bell tower,
tall, elegant windows in the
nave, and serene, stately arch
over the back wall that just calls
out for an icon of the Blessed
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Panagia, follows an uncluttered architectural style common to nineteenth-century New
England that lends itself well
to transformation into an Orthodox temple. For a congregation used to worshipping in
a low-ceiled, former Kingdom
Hall that effectively deadened
all sound, this new church
with its soaring height and live
acoustics has been received by
the entire congregation as an
incredible blessing. The most
common comment made by
parishioners coming into the
church for the first time was,
“This church is beautiful,” even
before the renovation!
So it was with joy and a great
sense of anticipation that chairman Ghassan Chehade and
members of the Parish Council
went on the afternoon of August 5, 2011, to the London
International Airport to pick
up Sayidna ALEXANDER from
his flight in from Montreal. Celebrations began on Friday evening with Great Vespers for the
Feast of The Transfiguration,
with Litia and Artoklasia followed by the traditional blessing of the grapes. The Bishop,
clothed in a purple and gold
mantia, bearing his staff, was
received into the Church by Father Geoffrey Korz of All Saints
of North America Orthodox
Church of Hamilton, Ontario
(Orthodox Church in America);
Father Demetrios Mouselimis of
St. Demetrios Orthodox Church
of Sarnia, Ontario (Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of America); and Father Vladimir Morin
of Christ the Saviour Orthodox
Church of London, Ontario
(Russian Orthodox Church Outside of Russia). As usual, the

Transfiguration Vespers was
well-attended, with parishioners from each of the six Orthodox parishes in London.
At the end of the service, everyone was invited downstairs
to enjoy refreshments. As our
former church did not even
have a kitchen, and most meals
necessarily had to be served
buffet-style and eaten standing
or balancing on a chair, this was
a sheer delight to the congregation. Holy Transfiguration has a
reputation for always providing
plenty of food, but now, with tables and chairs, it can be properly enjoyed!
All of the food provided
over the two-day celebration
was cooked and provided by
various parishioners under
the capable leadership and supervision of the Holy Transfiguration St. Thekla’s Society,
headed by President Graciella
Chehade and Vice-president
Janet Smiaris.
Saturday, the actual day of
the Feast, began with Orthros
and the Hierarchical Divine
Liturgy. Con-celebrating with
Sayidna ALEXANDER were Father Martin Meitz; Father Polycarp Gilbert, former priest of
Holy Transfiguration; Father
Christopher Rigden-Briscall of
Christ The Saviour Mission in
Waterloo, Ontario; Father John
Ayoub of St. Ignatius of Antioch
Church in Windsor, Ontario;
and Father David Scott of St.
Ignatius of Antioch Mission in
St. Catharines, Ontario. After
the Liturgy, everyone was invited downstairs for a complete
fish dinner and many wonderful
desserts. It was a great time of
food and fellowship, especially
among so many Orthodox from

other parts of Ontario who
rarely get a chance to see one
another. The day ended with a
Great Vespers with the Bishop
in attendance.
On Sunday, August 7th, Sayidna ALEXANDER consecrated
the church in a ceremony rich
with symbolism. The service
began just before the completion of Orthros and the beginning of the Divine Liturgy. He
was assisted in the service by
Father Martin Meitz and Father
Polycarp Gilbert. Sub-deacon
Alex Younes from St. George’s
Antiochian Orthodox Church in
Richmond Hill, Ontario, served
as a cantor along with Natalia
Sinclair, our very faithful cantor
at Holy Transfiguration.
The Bishop consecrated as
well the beautiful oak wood altar
built by parish member Petros
Kifle. Sayidna placed the relics
inside the altar, along with the
names of the parishioners both
living and dead. The new altar
was washed, the Evangelists
were placed at the four corners,
and then it was anointed with
the Holy Chrism. The shroud, or
katasarkion, that was sewn by
parish member Toula Kalogeros
and is never removed, and the
maroon, red-fringed altar cloth,
were placed upon the altar.
After the Hierarchical Divine
Liturgy, the congregation was
invited downstairs for another
dinner, this time of Ethiopian
food. (Our English-speaking
parish is made up not just of
Arabs, Greeks, Russians, Romanians, and various converts of
many different nationalities, but
also of many faithful Eritrean
and Ethiopian people. Indeed,
as a sign of Christian solidarity
with us, the entire parish coun-

cil of the Ethiopian church in
London was present at the consecration.)
Also among the worshippers
were founders and core members of the 33-year-old parish:
Dr. William (Vasilios) Bush, Dr.
Dmitri Pospielovsky, Sarah Fluter, Adnan Chehade and Despina
Jennings. Holy Transfiguration
grew out of an Orthodox Fellowship group that met at the
University of Western Ontario
in London. The members felt
the need to worship in English.
Holy Transfiguration continues
as the only Orthodox church in
the city whose services are in
English.
The name “Holy Transfiguration” was taken at the urging of
Dr. Dmitri Pospielovsky to honor and remember the city’s first
Orthodox church, founded in
1916. The first “Holy Transfiguration” was under the Russian
Patriarchate. It was composed
of both Russian and Greek immigrants. When events after the
First World War contributed to
the rise of ethnic congregations
and the multiplying of jurisdic-

tions, that first “Holy Transfiguration” was forced to close. God
has shown through the recent
events in the life of our own
parish, however, that He has always wanted an Orthodox temple here in South London, and
while man might have failed to
achieve that original purpose,
God has made it possible for a
temple of true Orthodox worship again to take its place in
what is known as the South
Horton, or “So-Ho,” region of
London. Our present church
stands in the same part of South
London by the river Thames
near Adelaide Street where that
first Orthodox church stood.
Thus, it is a visual confirmation
that the prayers and offerings
of God’s people are never lost
or go without their reward.
The South Horton area of
London is not only the richest
in terms of the city’s history
and immigrant settlement, but
it is also the true gateway to the
city. God grant that our parish
may be a true gateway to Orthodoxy for many years to come!
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Communities in Action

ARCHDIOCESAN
St. George Cathedral thanks
Bishop THOMAS for his leadership and love. We look forward
to his coming again for the Icon
Festival and the celebration of
the Triumph of Orthodoxy.

Christ the Saviour
Antiochian Orthodox
Church

Bishop THOMAS Visits
St. George, Oakland
His Grace Bishop THOMAS
joined the St. George Cathedral
community in Pittsburgh (Oakland) December 16–18, where
he and the newly consecrated
Bishop JOHN, former Dean of
the Cathedral, concelebrated
liturgies.
On Friday evening the Cathedral and Bishop THOMAS hosted a celebratory going-away
dinner for Bishop JOHN. This
emotional time was highlighted
by words of love for Bishop
JOHN, and all that he did and
taught while at the Cathedral.
Bishop THOMAS also shared
his love and experiences with
Bishop JOHN, and how pleased
he is to call Bishop JOHN his
brother.
On Saturday, the Cathedral
was joined by a bus load of parishioners from St. George, New
Kensington, to celebrate a Hierarchical Liturgy. Bishop JOHN
served the New Kensington parish for well over a decade before
coming to Pittsburgh. The New
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Kensington parish presented
Sayidna JOHN with the gift of a
liturgical staff.
That evening the Bishops
joined local members of the Order of St. Ignatius for a dinner
of fellowship and information
concerning the Order. Following the Hierarchical Liturgy the
next morning, two St. George
Cathedral members were inducted into the Order of St. Ignatius by Bishop JOHN.
Throughout his time with
the parish, Bishop THOMAS encouraged the faithful to attend
to their salvation, and assured
them that Bishop JOHN would
be seen in Pittsburgh regularly,
as the two Bishops are very
close and benefit from each other’s ministries.
Bishop THOMAS also spoke
with great anticipation about
the newly appointed Dean of the
Cathedral, Fr. Demetrios Makoul. Bishop THOMAS reiterated
his confidence in Fr. Demetrios,
and stated that he looks forward with excitement to all that
Fr. Demetiros and the Cathedral
will accomplish together. The

Fr. David Randolph, our pastor, announced that from October 1 to 3 Bishop ANTOUN
would be with us again for his
annual arch-pastoral visit. We
drew up a checklist of things to
do to make ready. We cleaned,
painted, did yard work, and applied gold leafing on the beams
and along the trim of the walls,
all with love for Christ and our
Bishop. When we were done,
the sun’s rays poured through
the rich colors of the stained
glass windows on the north side
of the church, enhancing the
beauty of the symbols and, we
hoped, the celebrations of the
major feasts of the church. It
also gave richness to the newly
painted walls, polished chandeliers and stained woodwork.
The windows had been painted by Kh. Betty and were admired by the Bishop when he
consecrated the church. Since
his last visit she painted an additional window of Christ, overlooking the Anderson Hospital.
It was placed in the second-floor
window of Fr. David’s study. Fr.
David sees it as a blessing and
a vivid reminder that Christ
watches over him at all times.
We were eager to receive the
Bishop again. Since his last visit, when he consecrated our new
church facility, many new members had not yet met him. The

high point of his visit would be
the Hierarchical Divine Liturgy.
Saturday morning Fr. David,
along with the parish council
members, received the Bishop
with open arms as each of us
asked for his blessing before
we began our meeting. After a
prayer the meeting began. The
agenda included minutes from
our last Parish Council meeting,
a financial statement, listing the
various ministries and events
that took place in the church,
including baptisms, chrismations, weddings and Fr. David’s
“priest’s report,” detailing his
schedule of involvements in various ministries and activities in
the parish and the community.
We discussed ways to embrace
the outside community through
evangelizing and developing a
new food ministry to help the
needy, as the Angel Food Ministry had closed its doors. Angel
Food was one of the biggest services we provided for the outside
community, and helped many.
We were in prayer as we were
eager to find another outlet that
would allow us to resume our
ministry to the poor. Through
the grace of God another food
ministry became available and
we were soon to resume operations, now under the name of St.
Brigit’s Blessings.
We told the Bishop about
other regular events, including
our weekly Bible study group on
Wednesday evenings and our fellowship that follows liturgy each
Sunday, during which there is
discussion of the sermon. After
the meeting, the Parish Council,
Fr. David, and Bishop ANTOUN
met for lunch at a local Greek
restaurant.

We reconvened Saturday evening for Great Vespers followed
by a covered-dish banquet held
at one of the parishioner’s
homes. Dinner included an elaborate display of hors d’oeuvres,
roasts, vegetable casseroles, salads, and desserts. The Bishop
blessed the food and our time
together. In the relaxed atmosphere, we conversed freely
with the Bishop, and he, a very
well-informed, humble and
unassuming man, shared his
thoughts and laughter with us.
As the day came to a close, he
thanked us for a very memorable evening and gave his blessing once again.
After Orthros on Sunday
morning we were ready for the
Hierarchical Divine Liturgy. As
people filtered into the church,
the pews were soon filled.
The Bishop vested with the
assistance of the Deacon and
Sub-deacon. The three then
processed down the center aisle
of the church as the choir sang
the hierarchical hymn, Ispola
eti dhespota. The atmosphere
became even more ceremonial.
The Bishop’s voice resounded
throughout the church, chanting
the ectenias, kyrie eleison and
the trisagion, Agios O Theos.
Following the service the
Bishop gave a short homily. His
visit concluded with another
covered- dish meal at the home
of Fr. David and Kh. Betty Randolph. His visit of two days was
too short. He gave us a blessing
as he and Fr. David prepared to
visit the churches in Aiken and
Lexington, South Carolina.
May God grant our beloved
Bishop ANTOUN many years.

OFFICE
ORDAINED

(Armitage), Rassophore Monk
Benedict as hierodeacon by
Bishop BASIL on Jauary 1,
2012, at St. Gregory Cathedral
in Wichita, Kansas and is canonically attached to the St. Raphael
Chapel at the Wichita Chancery.
BEGLEY, Dn. Philip, to the holy
priesthood by Bishop JOHN on
January 8, 2012, at St. George
Church in Lawrence. Fr. Philip
will continue to assist in Lawrence while he finishes seminary
training at Holy Cross in Boston.
Professor Anthony Gythiel’s article published in our January 2012
edition was originally written as
the lead story for the Winter 2012
issue of Jacob’s Well, the publication of the Diocese of NY and
NJ (Orthodox Church in America)
which has as its theme, “Translation as a Means of Grace.” For
more information on that issue
go to: nynjoca.org – click on
“Jacob’s Well.”
We are grateful for the opportunity of co-publishing this article
with Jacob’s Well.

Subdeacon Simeon Oliver
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2012 PARISH LIFE CONFERENCE
June 13-17, 2012
Antiochian Diocese of Miami & the Southeast

♦

Teen SOYO

♦

Fellowship of

Hotel Location

On Ft. Lauderdale Beach
4060 Galt Ocean Drive

St. John the Divine
♦

Antiochian Women

♦

The Order of St. Ignatius

Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33308
www.OceanSkyResort.com

REGISTER FOR THE CONFERENCE AT

www.SaintPhilipFlorida.com
starting January 1, 2012

Room Rate: Only $89 per night*
ALL ROOMS OCEAN VIEW—Queen-Double or King

For Hotel Reservations Call 1-800-678-9022
*Please be sure to mention St. Philip Antiochian Orthodox Church PLC 2012
Group when making your reservation in order to receive this special rate.
Please Contact your Hosts for Questions:

St. Philip Antiochian Orthodox Church
4870 Griffin Road, Davie, FL 33312
Web Site: www.SaintPhilipFlorida.com

Phone: (954) 584-4030

E-mail: office@SaintPhilipFlorida.com
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D

onations to The Order of St. Ignatius of Antioch
not only stay near, they go far.

Before and after at Bsharreh

Make a difference in the world. Join The Order.
IOCC is just one of many worthy causes
The Order supports. Your donation to The Order
helps make a difference in the lives of many.
Please join The Order today!
To learn more, call 201-871-1355 or e-mail:
theorder@antiochian.org or return this slip to:
The Order
358 Mountain Road
Englewood, NJ 07631

Yes, I want more information
about The Order.
Name:
Address:
Phone:
E-mail:
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